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CORRUPT

BLOODLINE
(PART-I)
Our beloved country Pakistan has regrettably been tortured to economic
disorder through the “Corrupt Bloodline” of two main political
gangsters, the Sharif mobsters and the Zardari thugs.
Financial infirmity disturbs all fields of life, this is where our country has
suffered due to these muggers, who have built their empires abroad with
the looted national exchequer of the poor Pakistanis.

“Politicians are the POISON, not the Antidote”

Though Nawaz Sharif has been thrown out of parliament for lifetime, yet,
he and his daughter Maryam are trying not to diminish and fade away
quietly. He has proved that he can put the sovereignty of the country at risk
for his personal interest. Nawaz's future, like his premierships, is
likely to be loud, brash, scandalous and brazen. His family seems
ending up in jail or shot dead, because of the hate created against him and
his family, within his bloodline, political party workers and among the
general public as well. All the credit goes to his dumb but monetarily
crooked mind besides foxy, predator vulpine movements of his
silly, insane, cunning and scandalous daughter Maryam.

After failing in the legal efforts to protect his corruption and dishonesty,
Nawaz has placed his daughter on the political chess board, though she
herself is a crooked swindler but Nawaz in his lust of power could not
realize that his daughter will be surrounded by political sharks, may be
from his own party. How a female is treated in political bazar, Nawaz Sharif
must remember the way he had been treating Mohtarma Benazir Bhutto
with completely immoral and abusive language, he used against her. He
should expect the same attitude for his daughter from other political
sharks, may be Molana Fazlu or Achakzai or Zardaris or any other political
clown.
Nawaz is trying hard that his daughter Maryam replaces him in the
corridors of power once again enabling him to sit in the PM House. But “If
every fool wore a crown, we should all be kings”.

After the various flopped power shows, especially of 13th December in
Lahore, Maryam may re-enter into other escapades which she feels is an
array of opportunity, but Sharifs are clouded by potential legal jeopardy
and political encounters.

“Politicians are like sperm. One in a million
turns out to be an actual human being”
One thing is certain: Nawaz's thirst for the throne will ensure him to follow
his own footsteps although those were misadventures. His continued
corruption, dishonesty, venality and constant confrontation with the
institutions, has always put him in trouble and certainly will put him into
more trouble than his imaginations. He has already experienced that how
Gen Musharaf quietly took up his painting and activism, this time Nawaz
and his family will face more serious, grave and forbidding sufferings.

“Hypocrisy is the audacity
to preach integrity from a den of corruption”
Nawaz and his hawkers should remember, political chess board is no more
entirely under their control. Nawaz including all his touts face a range of
civil and criminal legal actions related to the monetary corruption, illegal
and unlawful favours to family businesses besides illegitimate activities
while holding the seats with Nawaz in the highest chair. It surely will
accelerate the authorized legal processes which have already convicted
Nawaz, an imprisonment for ten years and his daughter for seven years.

He must remember he is at large, an absconder, a fugitive who ran away
with bogus and fraudulently managed medical reports with his daughter on
bail for looking after her ailing father, and that her bail can be cancelled at
any time.

“If you succeed in cheating someone,
don’t think that the person is a fool.
Realize that the person trusted you much more
than you deserved”
An illiterate son of a small foundry owner (Mian Sharif), who managed his
way into the corridors of power using the shoulders of Gen Jillani and Gen
Zia, and to the bad luck of this nation, he was able to attain the highest
chair three times with 20 years rule in the biggest province of this ill-fated
country, failing every time because of his incompetency and monetary
corruption. Nawaz still is considering multiple maneuvers to retain the
spotlight, but he will badly fail, despite putting his daughter on the front to
draw the attention of political jokers like Fazalu, Bilawal and other
corrupts.
Nawaz and his daughter have refused to concede their election defeat and
continue to make baseless claims of widespread voter fraud, while raising a
slogan “Respect the Vote”. General public asks a big question, “Are you
giving respect to the vote?” or vote is only respected, if it favours you.

“A lie has many variations, the truth none”
To continue the raucous and boisterous rallies, can reduce his popularity
graph he thrived since 1990, which ultimately listed him internationally as
one of the most corrupt rulers of any country. That would complicate life
for a long list of other family members including Ishaq Dar who may have
to weigh whether to take on Nawaz. It would be the sort of norm-busting
move for Nawaz and family.
Nawaz’s desire to retain his political influence is evident in his
recent irrational and imprudent words while addressing through
media link. The person is a shameless creature, so is his
daughter and family. His unashamed daughter is trying several
possible new media ventures to keep him in the spotlight, but the

shameless Nawaz faces significant pressure from international
media to leave London, go back home and face the corruption
charges. He will have to fight several legal issues, all made more
threatening because of his daughter’s senseless absurd moves
and misadventures. Maryam has made him a DEAD HORSE
ultimately she is also going to die politically.
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